
 

Rom Nes Fix-it Felix Jr 28 Fixed

the game itself is a lot of fun, and it is easy to see why it has a dedicated following. it
has a great look, is genuinely fun to play and although it doesnt really try to be faithful
to the old games in the series, it does homage to them in ways that are fun to play. the
main task of felix to smash windows in a level of destruction is simple but fun, and the

simplicity of the mechanics works well with the playability of the game. while the lack of
a pause button is an issue, the only other issue is the lack of two-player modes to

choose from. but besides that, fix-it felix jr. offers something you cannt find in other
games in the series, and that’s something to be thankful for. as a followup to the review

of fix-it felix jr. , we have a look at fix-it felix for the playstation 3. this game has no
arcade cabinet, but rather, is played entirely from a handheld and its gameplay is very

similar to that of the original. the objective is to repair all the windows in a level by
mashing buttons on the handheld. again, there are different ways to play, but the
controls are almost identical to the original, although the goal of that game was to

smash all the windows, while this game is to repair them. the only real difference is the
controls, as pressing the button to smash the windows for the first game would cause

felix to be in constant motion, which would make it very difficult to carry out repairs. it is
mostly identical gameplay-wise, and just requires a little learning to get the hang of it.

the game is also bundled with a sticker sheet, complete with characters from the
original arcade game. this is a nice bonus, as the sticker sheet alone would probably be

worth the asking price.
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Rom Nes Fix-it Felix Jr 28

felix enters the arcade and
knocks on everyone's door but
no one answers. calhoun asks

why, but felix offers no answer.
he does, however, start repairs
on the arcade, starting with the

arcade games. after felix
mends the arcade games, he is
asked to fix the arcade's other
games, but felix declines as he
thinks its best to fix the arcade
games first as their repair costs
are less. calhoun is not pleased
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at felix's lack of enthusiasm but
still accepts the job. however,
as felix fixes a game, it causes
it to lose its game-in-progress
status. felix explains that the

only way to fix this is to restore
the previous game, but calhoun

notices something odd about
the process. the powerup orb,
an object that gives the player

bonus points in one of the
games, seems to have altered
the arcade's internal data, so

calhoun tells felix to restore the
original game in order to
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continue. felix tries to explain
that if he restores the arcade's
games, he will have no time for
repairs, but calhoun refuses to

listen. the two continue to
argue as the arcade's games
begin to restart. calhoun tries

to convince felix to fix the
games and not the arcade as

she is the only one in a position
to stop him from damaging the
arcade. she eventually gives up
and leaves, and felix continues
his repair work. after fixing the
arcade games, felix is asked to
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fix the games in the arcade.
the games seem to be well-
suited to his hammer as he

completes them in a couple of
minutes and changes the

screen after each game. felix
fixes all of the arcade games
but is confronted by a similar
problem as he tries to fix the
arcade's amusement games.
while fixing the games in the
arcade, calhoun watches on.

the same thing happens as the
arcade's games restore to the
last state they were in before
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being reprogrammed. calhoun
tries to explain that she can

stop felix from fixing the
arcade games, but again, he

refuses to listen. calhoun
attempts to stop felix as he

tries to fix the arcade games
again, and calhoun explains
that she can stop him if she

lets him know what to fix, but
felix refuses to listen. calhoun
again tries to stop felix, but
felix insists that he has no

choice but to fix the arcade
games as he cannot stop the
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restoration of the arcade
games. when felix looks

around, he notices calhoun
leave, and felix is convinced
she has betrayed him. felix
fixates on destroying the

arcade games, and even after
calhoun returns, felix wants to
continue. calhoun tries to talk

felix out of it, but felix is too set
in his path and destroys the

arcade, which starts to shrink
before his eyes. felix is shocked
to see how small the arcade is
and makes a last-ditch attempt
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to stop it from disappearing as
he races to find the master

switch. 5ec8ef588b
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